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Abstract: To solve the disadvantages of the low protection grade, high weight, and high cost of the
existing locomotive power battery system, this study optimizes the existing scheme and introduces
the design concept of two-stage protection. The purpose of the research is to improve the protection
level of the battery pack to IP68, to optimize the sheet metal power battery box structure into a
more lightweight frame structure, to simplify the cooling mode of the battery pack for natural air
cooling, and to improve the battery protection level and maintain the heat exchange capability. In
the course of the study, a design scheme with a two-stage protection function is proposed. The
numerical model analyzes the self-load, transverse load, longitudinal load, mode, and fatigue, and
optimizes the layout of the power tank cell. The optimized box model was physically tested and
economically compared. The results show that: (1) The maximum load stress is 128.4 MPa, which
is lower than 235 MPa, the ultimate stress of the box material, and the fatigue factor of the frame
box structure is 3.75, which is higher than 1.0, and it is not prone to fatigue damage. (2) Under the
low-temperature heating condition, the overall temperature rise of the battery pack is 4.3 ◦C, which is
greater than 2.3 ◦C under the air conditioning heat dissipation scheme. Under the high-temperature
charging condition, the overall temperature rise of the battery pack is 2.0 ◦C, and the temperature
value is the same as the temperature rise under the air conditioning cooling scheme. Under the
high-temperature discharge condition, the overall temperature rise of the battery pack is 3.0 ◦C, and
the temperature value is greater than 2.1 ◦C under the air conditioning heat dissipation scheme.
At the same time, the temperature rise under the three working conditions is less than the 15 ◦C
stipulated in the JS175-201805 standard. The simulation results show that the natural airflow and
two-stage protection structure can provide a good temperature environment for the power battery to
work. (3) The optimized box prototype can effectively maintain the structural integrity of the battery
cell in the box in extreme test cases, reducing the probability of battery fire caused by battery cell
deformation. (4) The power battery adopts a two-stage protection design under the battery power
level, which can simultaneously achieve battery protection and prevent thermal runaway, while
reducing costs. The research results provide a new concept for the design of a locomotive power
battery system. (5) The weight of the optimized scheme is 2020 kg, and the original scheme is 2470 kg;
thus, the reduction in weight is 450 kg. Meanwhile, the volume of the optimized scheme is 1.49 m3,
and the original scheme is 1.93 m3; thus, the reduction in volume is 0.44 m3.

Keywords: two-stage protection; power battery; battery protection; battery box; economic compara-
tive analysis

1. Introduction

The battery is the electric energy storage unit of locomotive and its vehicles, which
is the key component to ensure the start of the diesel engine, auxiliary circuit operation,
and locomotive standby power supply. In recent years, the application of new energy
equipment in the field of rail transit is on the rise [1]. Batteries have also gradually become
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a source of power for the rolling stock [2–4]. No matter what type of battery, it is necessary
to provide adequate protection and a good working storage environment. In recent years,
the problem of vehicle battery protection has attracted wide attention in the industry [5,6].

On the one hand, scholars have studied the material and structure of the power battery
box. In the study of Yuhang An [7], the power battery boxes of glass fiber, carbon fiber, and
carbon steel were modeled and compared by mechanical simulation. The results showed
that the carbon fiber material had good performance in providing a light weight power
battery box. According to the collision regulations, the collision simulation of the side of the
car body was conducted, and the stress, deformation, and lateral acceleration changes of the
battery box were analyzed; the effectiveness of improving the safety measures of the battery
box was verified by Qiao Weigao [8]. Quanming Ding [9] finished the design and the finite
element analysis of the emergency backup power system protective box was conducted;
the effects of the burst impact pressure of hydrogen on the box at different concentrations
were considered. Changfu Peng [10] proposed the safety design scheme of rail vehicle
lithium batteries with active safety protection and passive protection. Xiaohong Zhang [11]
took the power battery box of an electric vehicle as the research object, and the design
concept of carbon fiber applied to the power battery box was discussed, while the specific
design process was expounded. Li J. [12] used a combined simulation of Hypermesh and
ANSYS to analyze a power supply battery box in an electric vehicle’s intrinsic mode and the
characteristics of the responses caused by random vibration. Chen [13] studied a method
of battery box parts’ material replacement from mild steel sheets to aluminum alloy steel
sheets, brought forward the changed depth, and selected the appropriate material by using
the material index.

On the other hand, scholars have also carried out in-depth research on the cooling
mode of the power battery system. Yufa Meng [14] analyzed the power battery group
structure of the HXN6 hybrid shunting locomotive and designed a battery system with
a one-stage protection structure and air conditioning. In the design of a hybrid shunting
locomotive, Bin Liu [15] designed the lithium titanate battery system, which effectively
reduced the harmful impact of the high temperature issued by the diesel engine under the
normal operation of the battery pack. Jiaying Xie [16] designed the water cooling system
for the battery. Lihang Hu [17] concluded that natural air cooling is suitable for application
on occasions with small locomotive loads, and that water cooling or air conditioning
should be adopted for a large load cycle. Yoshiaki Taguchi et al. [18] have developed a
new EMU (electric multiple units train) battery cooling fan, which improves the battery
box cooling performance and reduces the maximum operating temperature of the power
battery. Yue [19] studied the liquid thermal management system of an electric vehicle
power battery, and the outcome showed that the system structure with the interspersed
cooling plate can reduce the maximum temperature of the battery by 15% compared with
the conventional design using a bottom cooling plate. Jing Zhao [20] studied the necessity
of temperature field management of electric vehicle power batteries, the change law of
temperature field, and the design of temperature sensors and coolers. He analyzed the
different results brought by different cooling methods to the power battery pack, and
the outcomes offered a reference for future research on heat dissipation in power battery
systems. Wenwei [21] researched the parameter identification of battery cells, built the
finite element model of single cells, and completed the experimental verification. The
study built the finite element model of both the battery box and battery pack, and analyzed
the characteristics of temperature field distribution under two kinds of environments.
Xiang [22] used CFD software to simulate the flow field of the power battery to observe
how heat is accumulated in the battery box.

This study is based on a locomotive power battery system design scheme, by opti-
mizing the structure scheme, temperature control scheme, and battery layout to solve the
contradiction between high protection level and good heat dissipation performance.
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2. The Original Scheme

This power battery system is applied to the CE6A subway traction locomotive cus-
tomized by the CRRC Ziyang company for Wuhan Metro. The function is to provide a
continuous traction power supply for the locomotive. The total energy of the system is
300 kW·h and the total voltage is 547 V. The system is installed close to the locomotive
running section bogie, and mounted on the lower part of the body. The box material is
selected for Q235 carbon steel—with a sheet metal structure design—a power battery cell is
installed in the box, an outtake is set at the top of the cell, and an air conditioning device is
installed at the end of the outtake. Figure 1 is the original schematic diagram of the power
battery system.
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Figure 1. The original schematic diagram of the power battery system.

After the preliminary design, the original scheme can meet the requirements of pro-
viding a stable power supply and various functions for the locomotive. However, this
scheme uses air conditioning forced cooling, and the box can only provide the level of
IP 56 [23,24] protection. As the power battery system is exposed to the locomotive body,
the under-vehicle equipment will be damaged by rain, sand, silt, and debris along the
locomotive, and wading will be encountered under extreme conditions. After the cell is
formed, each electrode is in a semi-sealed state. If external objects invade, the insulation
failure between the cell electrodes will lead to a short circuit, thus causing a fire. Therefore,
it is necessary to improve the protection level of the power battery box. At the same time,
with the design of this scheme, the overall weight of the system reaches 2470 kg, which is
too close to the 2550 kg stipulated in the bearing standard of the locomotive under-frame.
Therefore, optimizing the box structure to achieve the purpose of weight loss is inevitable.

3. Power Battery Box Optimization
3.1. Optimization Logic

First of all, after the protection level of the power battery is raised to IP68, the battery
module will be wrapped with a metal shell. In that case, the scheme of the air conditioning
equipment does not include the conditions for realization; therefore, other kinds of heat
dissipation methods must be adopted. According to the locomotive design scheme, the
operating ambient temperature of the locomotive is within the range of −25~45 ◦C, and the
operating temperature of the battery selected in this study ranges from −40 ◦C to 85 ◦C, the
maximum temperature is above 45 ◦C, and the minimum temperature is below −25 ◦C. This
shows that the battery condition can work normally in the locomotive environment without
forced cooling equipment. At the same time, the type of power battery has passed the
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temperature impact test required in the GB/T31467.3-2015 “Lithium-ion Battery Pack and
System for Electric Vehicles, Part 3: Safety Requirements and Test Methods.” Combining
the above two points, the power battery pack uses the conditions of natural wind cooling.

Secondly, after using the natural air cooling scheme, the battery cannot be used in a
centralized layout, but it should be distributed to ensure that enough batteries can contact
the natural airflow. Therefore, the power battery box structure should be optimized for the
frame type. In conclusion, the optimize logic diagram is shown in Figure 2.
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3.2. Design of Two-Stage Protective Structure of Power Battery Box

According to the operating environment of the power battery, the battery box should
have a protection level of IP68 and a protective structure resistant to external impact. At the
same time, without the air conditioning unit, the box structure of natural air cooling should
be considered to provide a channel for the circulation of hot and cold air. Therefore, the
box design concept of two-level protection should be introduced, namely the separation
of the two protection functions. The first protection directly protects the cell, providing a
closed environment. The second protection is set in the first protection periphery, providing
mechanical support and a physical barrier for the cell, as well as providing the mechanical
interface between the battery box and the locomotive body. The gap between the primary
and the secondary protection structure provides a cooling duct for the battery pack. Finally,
it can improve the protection level of the box while providing an effective heat dissipation
mode for the power battery pack.

3.2.1. The First Protection Structure

The first protection structure packages a set of electric cells to form a battery pack with
a confined space, whose structural composition is shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, the cell is installed and fixed inside the base; there is a heat
conduction pad between the core and the base. The heat released by the cell during
work can be transferred from the bottom of the battery to the metal shell plate of the
battery pack through the heat conduction silicone fat, which can be carried away by the
natural wind in the power battery box, and the upper cover and the base are mechanically
connected. Meanwhile, the flange plate has a sealing ring, which plays a sealing role after
the installation of the upper cover and the base. The base of the first protective structure is
made of aluminum sheet metal welding material, and the upper cover is made of aluminum
stamping material; the sealing ring is made of (EPDM) [25,26], the end of the first protective
structure is equipped with an electrical connector, and the protection level is IP68. Figure 4
shows a schematic diagram of the sealing structure.
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3.2.2. The Second Protective Structure

The second protection of the power battery carries the weight of the cell, provides
a physical protection barrier for the cell, and provides the mechanical interface between
the power battery system and the locomotive. The composition of the second protective
structure is shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, six battery packs are arranged in the box in two layers, with
three battery packs on each layer. There are shutter vents on all sides of the box, which can
provide natural wind for the heat radiation of the battery pack and prevent the rain from
splashing onto the battery. There is a drainage hole at the bottom to avoid the water storage
phenomenon after the water enters the box under special circumstances. The four top
corners are equipped with flange plates for the installation and transportation of the battery
box. The box material is Q235 carbon structure steel [27], and the mechanical properties of
the materials are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Mechanical performance of materials.

Version Density (g/cm3)
Modulus of Elasticity

(E/GPa) Poisson Ratio Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Yield Strength
(MPa)

Q235 7.85 200~210 0.25~0.33 370~500 235

The second protection structure design scheme adopts the frame structure type. This
frame structure box is utilized with type steel welding to accommodate the overall stress
structure of the box, since it is lightweight and exhibits strong bending and torsion resis-
tance, small deformation, and low cost. The structural welding is performed according to
the EN15085 standard [28,29]. The composition of the second protection structure is shown
in Figure 6.
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Combined with the design of the first protection and the second protection structure,
the three-dimensional model of the power battery box is obtained, as shown in Figure 7.
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4. Simulation Analysis and Test Verification

After the redesign of the power battery box and the layout of the cell, we obtained the
optimized power battery system scheme, but in order to determine whether the optimized
scheme meets the real working requirements regarding the box mechanical and cooling
performance, the optimized scheme must be judged through simulation analysis and
test verification.

4.1. Simulation Analysis of Power Battery Box

The optimized power battery system scheme should meet the operating conditions of
the locomotive. Before conducting the physical test, reasonable simulation and verification
work of the system should be carried out to determine whether the optimized scheme
is feasible. The following details the working environment analysis [30] and simulation
verification.

4.1.1. Working Conditions

The stress of a power battery system under normal operation can be summarized into
three types: (1) The load in the upper and lower direction, which is mainly produced by
the battery weight (with the horizontal surface as the reference); (2) The load on the battery
box in the direction of emergency deceleration or acceleration; (3) The transverse load of
the locomotive due to the tilt angle of the line profile.

4.1.2. Simulation Conditions

(1) Battery self-load

Six battery packs, with a weight of 220 kg each, are placed inside a single battery pack,
and the total weight of the battery pack is 1320 kg. Taking 2.5 times the design margin, the
total weight ultimately applied to the battery case is 3300 kg. Taking g = 9.8 N/kg, the
required battery self-load force is 32,340 N.

(2) Longitudinal impact load

Assuming that the emergency braking begins at the speed of 50 km/h, and the
emergency braking distance is within 40 m, there is the following analysis:

V0 = 50 km/h, Vt = 0, S = 40 m

2a·s = V2
t − V2

0 , get : a =
(

V2
t − V2

0

)
/2 s ≈ −2.395 m/s2
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F = M·a = 3300 × 2.395 = 7903.5 N. Thus, the force generated by the vehicle on a single
battery case during the braking process is 7903.5 N. Multiply by 2 for the design margin,
the required brake longitudinal load force is 15,807 N.

(3) Horizontal impact load

When the locomotive passes through the curve line, the battery box is impacted
horizontally by the tilt of the cross-section and the centrifugal force. At present, it is
difficult to confirm the prerequisite conditions of transverse impact under the unknown
line conditions and turning speed limit, so the braking force F = 15,807 N, determined by a
longitudinal impact, is used to check the transverse impact load.

4.2. Simulation Results of Mechanical Characteristics

(1) Battery self-load

External load F = 32,340 N, and unevenly distributed in the box, the simulation analysis
of the model shape is carried out. The shift distribution and the stress distribution diagrams
are shown in Figure 8.
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(2) Longitudinal impact load

The external load is set to 15,807 N, evenly distributed, the direction is the rail radial
direction, and the simulation analysis of model shape is carried out. The longitudinal load
stress distribution diagram and the shift distribution map are shown in Figure 9.
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(3) Horizontal impact load

The external load is set to 15,807 N, evenly distributed, acting on the long side of each
truss, for the simulation analysis of the model shape. The lateral load stress distribution
diagram and the lateral displacement distribution map are shown in Figure 10.
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(4) Modality

For the frame structure, the frequencies and vibration patterns of the first 5-order
modes are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Mode analysis results of the power battery cabinet.

Order Frequency (Hz) Mode of Vibration

1 47.932 Movement in the forward or backward direction of the locomotive.

2 54.806 Shaking up and down vertically compared to the horizontal plane.

3 62.403 Shaking up and down vertically compared to the horizontal plane.

4 62.831 Swinging perpendicular to the locomotive’s running direction.

5 67.978 Swinging perpendicular to the locomotive’s running direction.

The mode analysis calculation result shows that the first order natural frequency of
the power battery body box is 47.932 Hz, and the vibration type [31,32] is the box body
swinging along the forward or backward direction of the locomotive. Figure 11 shows the
elastic pattern diagram at the first 5-order natural frequencies.

Because the first 5-order frequency of the locomotive aluminum alloy car body is in
the range of 8~13 Hz, the box structure mode frequency is far away from this range [33].
The mode simulation analysis shows that the box structure has good mechanical properties
in this design.

(5) Analysis of fatigue

Based on the above simulation results, we create a new fatigue analysis task and define
the S–N curve, which is shown in Figure 12.

The fatigue simulation results of the box model are shown in Figure 13. Among them,
Figure 13a shows the damage percentage diagram, Figure 13b is the life cycle diagram, and
Figure 13c is the load factor illustration diagram.

According to the simulation diagram, the frame box first acheives the fatigue phe-
nomenon after 1.0107 vibrations. The summary percentage of structural damage is 0.22%,
the minimum load factor is 3.75, and the load factor is greater than 1, which confirms that
it will not constitute harmful fatigue.

The results of the above analysis are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Simulation results of the power battery box.

Item Point Name Data

Self-load maximum stress 34.54 MPa (truss)
Longitudinal load maximum stress 128.4 MPa (primary beam)

Lateral load maximum stress 124.6 MPa (crutch)
Max. self-load deformation 0.45 mm (truss)

Max. longitudinal load deformation 0.93 mm (truss)
Max. lateral load stress 0.93 mm (truss)
Mode frequency range 47.932–67.978 Hz

Fatigue load factor 3.75

According to the data in the above table, the maximum load stress in all directions
of the box is within 235 MPa of the allowable stress of the steel, and there is no harmful
deformation. The mode frequency range does not resonate with the car body, the perfor-
mance is good, the fatigue load factor is greater than 1, and there is no harmful fatigue.
The simulation results show that the frame structure is feasible as the secondary protection
structure of the power battery box to carry all the various loads generated during the power
battery trial period.

The simulation results of the mechanical properties prove that the optimized structural
design of the frame power battery box is reasonable, the structure can withstand the various
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loads generated by the locomotive in operation, and compared with the original scheme,
the change in the box frame does not affect the box mechanical performance.

4.3. Thermal Simulation Analysis

According to the above frame structure box, the temperature change of the battery core
under the operating environment is simulated, and the natural air cooling effect is analyzed.

The power battery box contains a total of 6 battery packs with a 100 mm wide air
intake gap. The average running speed of the locomotive is 20 km/h, and the natural
heat exchange coefficient of the battery box is 8 × 10−6 W/(mm2·◦C), according to its
wind speed. Thermal simulations of the power battery case were performed with ANSYS.
Internal heat transfer path of the battery box: cell-module-thermal conductive pad-box-air.

(1) Low-temperature heating condition

The simulation condition of low-temperature heating is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Low-temperature heating simulation working condition.

Simulation Condition Details

Initial temperature Ambient temperature −30 ◦C; Battery temperature −30 ◦C
Working condition Heating of the film

Duration 3600 s

While heating at −30 ◦C for 1 h, the minimum temperature is −11.8 ◦C, the temper-
ature rise rate is 18.2 ◦C/h, and the overall temperature difference of the battery pack is
4.3 ◦C. All the results meet the design requirements. The temperature change curve is
shown in Figure 14.
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(2) High-temperature charging condition

The simulation conditions of high-temperature charging are shown in Table 5.
While maintaining a 0.3 C charge (80% state of charge) at 45 ◦C, the highest temperature

of the cell at the complete charging time is 51.38 ◦C, and the overall temperature difference
of the battery is 2 ◦C; this meets the design requirements.

Because the charging rate is low, the battery heat is not obvious. The temperature
distribution of the battery pack is relatively uniform, with the highest temperature inside
the battery system cell, and the lowest point is at the edge of the battery. The temperature
change curve and temperature cloud map are shown in Figures 15 and 16. The red
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curve is the battery’s highest battery temperature, the purple curve is the average battery
temperature, and the blue curve is the battery’s lowest temperature.

Table 5. Simulation condition of high-temperature charging.

Simulation Condition Details

Initial temperature Ambient temperature 45 ◦C; Battery temperature 45 ◦C

Working condition 0.3 C charging, 80% state of charge;the total calorific value of the
battery cabinet is 946 W

Duration 8640 s
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(3) High-temperature discharge condition

The simulation condition of high-temperature discharge is shown in Table 6.
In the discharge condition, the battery heat generation is large, but the battery tem-

perature distribution is relatively uniform. The highest temperature appears inside the
battery cell, and the lowest point is at the edge of the battery. The green curve is the highest
battery temperature, the blue curve is the average battery temperature, and the red curve
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is the battery’s lowest temperature. According to the strategy of 0.7 C, discharge 1 h at
45 ◦C, the highest temperature of the cell is 54.384 ◦C, and the temperature difference is
about 3 ◦C, which meets the design requirements. The temperature change curve and
temperature cloud map are shown in Figures 17 and 18. The red curve is the battery’s
highest temperature, the green curve is the average battery temperature, and the blue curve
is the battery’s lowest temperature.

Table 6. Low-temperature heating simulation conditions.

Simulation Condition Details

Initial temperature Ambient temperature 45 ◦C;
battery temperature 45 ◦C

Working condition Discharge for 1 h and stand for 3 h, 0.7 C (230 A) discharge 1 h;
total heat power: 3250 W

Duration 15,000 s
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According to the simulation outcomes, this design scheme shows good heat manage-
ment conditions under low-temperature heating conditions, high-temperature charging
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conditions, and low-temperature discharge conditions, which can provide a good tempera-
ture environment for the power battery pack.

The simulation results for the thermal properties prove that the optimized natural
air-cooled structure design is reasonable, the shutter structure can provide effective cooling
of natural airflow for the power battery pack, and compared with the original scheme, the
change in the heat dissipation mode of the power battery box has no harmful effect on the
normal operation of the power battery.

4.4. Power Battery Box Test and Verification

The inspection standards used are Q/CRRC J 37.1-2019 (Test Method of Rail Vehicle
Energy Storage System, Part 1: Power Battery System) [34] and GB/T21563-2018 (Impact
and Vibration Test of Rail Transit Locomotive and Rolling Stock Equipment) [35]. The
results are shown in Table 7. And the prototype for the test is shown in Figure 19.

The field test photographs are shown in Figure 20.

Table 7. Power battery test item points.

Number Inspecting Item Standard Result Conformance
Determination

1 Seawater immersion Q/CRRC J 37.1-2019 All the indicators of the sample are within the
boundaries of the test (Figure 20a). Yes

2 Salt mist Q/CRRC J 37.1-2019 There was no leakage, fire, or explosion
during the test process (Figure 20b). Yes

3 External fire Q/CRRC J 37.1-2019 There was no leakage, fire, or explosion
during the test process (Figure 20c). Yes

4 Squeeze Q/CRRC J 37.1-2019 The sample exhibited no fire or explosion
during the test process (Figure 20d). Yes

5 Simulation collision Q/CRRC J 37.1-2019 All the indicators of the sample are within the
boundaries of the test (Figure 20d). Yes

6 Depreciation Q/CRRC J 37.1-2019 All the indicators of the sample are within the
boundaries of the test (Figure 20e). Yes

7 Vibration test GB/T21563-2018

The tested object maintains a reliable
connection and an intact structure, with no

leakage, shell rupture, fire, or explosion
phenomenon (Figure 20f).

Yes

8 Impact test GB/T21563-2018

The tested object maintains a reliable
connection and intact structure, with no
leakage, shell rupture, fire, or explosion

phenomenon (Figure 20f).

Yes
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4.5. Economic Comparison

Through the economic comparative analysis of this design scheme and one-stage
protection scheme, it can be observed that the two-stage protection design can simulta-
neously achieve battery protection, prevent thermal runaway, and reduce the design and
maintenance costs. The economic comparison between the two schemes is shown in Table 8.

As can be seen in the above table, the two-stage protective box can save 0.44 m3, reduce
the weight of the equipment by 450 kg, reduce the maintenance hours consumed by 2 h
per system, and reduce the maintenance costs by CNY 11,700 due to the more lightweight
frame structure, all without requiring the use of additional cooling equipment.
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Table 8. Economic Comparison for box types.

Item Point Name
Box Type Two-Stage Protective Box One-Stage Protective Box

Cooling method Natural air cooling Air conditioner air cooling
Box volume (m3) 1.49 1.93

Cooler cost (CNY) 0 3500

Box manufacturing cost (CNY)

Raw material: 28,000
Accessory: 5000

Machining: 23,000
Transport: 800
Total: 56,800

Raw material: 30,000
Accessory: 5000

Machining: 28,800
Transport: 1200

Total: 65,000
Complete machine maintenance

consumed working hours 4.5 6.5

Weight (kg) 2020 2470

5. Discussion

First of all, in the study of the power battery cooling mode, by comparing the working
environment temperature range of the locomotive and the working interval of the battery,
and referring to the ambient temperature alternating test results for this type of battery,
it is confirmed that the natural air-cooled battery cooling mode can be selected for the
optimization of this scheme. In the temperature simulation analysis results in Section 4,
under the low-temperature heating condition, the overall temperature rise of the battery
pack is 4.3 ◦C, which is greater than the 2.3 ◦C under the air conditioning heat dissipation
scheme. Under the high-temperature charging condition, the overall temperature rise of the
battery pack is 2.0 ◦C, and the temperature value is the same as the temperature rise under
the air conditioning cooling scheme. Under the high-temperature discharge condition,
the overall temperature rise of the battery pack is 3.0 ◦C, and the temperature value is
greater than 2.1 ◦C under the air conditioning heat dissipation scheme. At the same time,
the temperature rise under the three working conditions is less than the 15 ◦C stipulated
in the JS175-201805 standard. The simulation results show that the cooling effect of the
air conditioning cooling scheme is significantly better than that of the natural air cooling
scheme in terms of temperature rise performance. However, the temperature increase value
of the latter is still less than 15 ◦C, which is within the safety range specified in the standard;
thus, it is feasible to choose the natural air cooling scheme to replace the air conditioning
cooling scheme.

Secondly, at present, a frame structure design is widely used in large structural designs,
such as locomotive bodies. The power battery box in this study belongs to the vehicle-
mounted fixed equipment scheme, which adopts a sheet metal structure under conventional
circumstances. However, to solve the contradiction between the high protection level of the
power battery box and the use of natural air cooling dissipation, the two-stage protection
structure design, based on the frame structure, is innovatively proposed. This design
is currently only applicable for the lithium battery equipment in this scheme. If the
battery heat generation level is increased, or if other types of battery packs are replaced,
further simulation evaluation and test verification of the two-stage protection design
are requireded.

Thirdly, in the process of the mechanical performance analysis of the power battery
box structure, each part of the frame structure is connected by welding. In the simulation
model, each solder point uses the ideal welding effect, and the allowable welding joint
stress is 160 MPa. However, in the actual situation, the manual welding quality must not
reach the ideal state, and the actual allowable stress of the weld joint must be less than
160 MPa. In this way, the real result of the simulation is not very rigorous. Therefore, the
consideration of the weld quality in the frame structure should be more inclined to the test
process, as well as the later loading and application process.
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Fourthly, in the temperature simulation, the temperature rise rate in the low-temperature
heating condition is 18.2 ◦C/h, and the overall temperature difference of the battery pack
is 4.3 ◦C, which meets the standard requirements. However, the open natural air cooling
environment will inevitably reduce the heating efficiency of the battery pack heating
diaphragm. In the open environment, the long-time and high-power heating of the battery
heating diaphragm will reduce the service life of the heating diaphragm, which cannot
be determined in the thermal simulation, and this will also affect the reliability of the
power battery system. Therefore, this problem should be tracked and monitored in a timely
manner after the power battery is put into normal operation.

6. Conclusions

Based on the original design scheme of the lithium-ion power battery system of a
certain type of subway traction locomotive, this paper introduces the optimization process
of power battery boxes from the cooling scheme design and structural design standpoint.
The following conclusions are achieved.

(1) The optimized scheme raised the protection level of the power battery box from
the original IP56 to IP68, and the scheme passed the test verification by meeting
the standard Q/CRRC J 37.1-2019. This shows that in the optimization scheme, the
aluminum metal shell, as the first level of protection, is reasonable and effective,
fulfills the role of the protective cell, and reaches the protection level of IP68.

(2) For the batteries in this study, the natural air cooling scheme can control the overall
temperature rise of the battery within the 15 ◦C stipulated by the standard under
low-temperature heating, high-temperature charging and high-temperature discharge
conditions; therefore, this scheme is feasible. The air conditioner scheme can be
completely substituted by the natural air cooling scheme, with the system weight
decreased by 450 kg and a cost savings of CNY 11,700.

(3) Through the design and research of the power battery two-stage protective box, the
contradiction between high-level protection needs and natural air cooling needs is
solved, and a new design concept for a locomotive power battery system is provided.
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